
CUSTOMER CASE STUDY

A Leading Data Integration and Data 
Integrity Solutions Provider Converted 
Patchy Lead Lists into Sales 
Opportunities

Our client is a market leader in cloud data integration and data 
integrity. They help organizations discover and integrate all their data 
with proper categorization and documentation.

They bring together in a single platform, all the necessary capabilities 
that ensure enterprise data is complete, clean, compliant, and readily 
available to everyone who needs it throughout the organization. They 
also help companies share services and trusted data across internal 
departments and external groups with user-friendly APIs.
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The Situation
Incomplete and erroneous lead data

Incomplete data was adversely affecting their selling efforts. Data entered incorrectly from their website 

forms were causing more problems. What remained for the sales and marketing team is an incomplete lead 

list with little insights into the actual prospect.

Incomplete data was adversely 
affecting their selling efforts.

With over 30,000 prospects in their 
database, entries with incomplete 
fields and junk records were 
bringing their revenue down.

Due to the unavailability of 
high-quality company data, they 
were unable to identify and 
penetrate a large number of key 
accounts.

Lack of company data to run ABM campaigns

Due to the unavailability of high-quality company data, they were unable to identify and penetrate a large 

number of key accounts. They wanted to run Account-Based Marketing (ABM) campaigns, but their sales 

and marketing teams were working in silos. They had clear goals about what they wanted to achieve but 

lacked the insights and information needed to reach those goals.

Unreliable sources were used to gather lead data

Most of their incoming leads were captured through website forms and manual entries and it offered only 

limited information. With over 30,000 prospects in their database, entries with incomplete fields and junk 

records were bringing their revenue down.



The Solution
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Enriched over 1.9 million lead records and 59000 company records

Over 1.9 million lead records and 59000 company records were cleansed, standardized, and optimized using 

DataGenie, SMARTe's data enrichment platform. Leveraging DataGenie's superior match rate, we identified 

duplicates across all current contact records and eliminated them. Existing records were refreshed and enriched, 

offering sales and marketing teams a comprehensive and detailed view of their prospect data. This helped them 

segment the lists and create targeted marketing campaigns.

Improved lead conversions with simplified contact forms

With real-time data enrichment, both marketing and sales could shorten sales cycles with more robust and 

detailed contact profiles of their customers. As the required information is pooled in from other sources, there was 

no longer a need to ask for it or conduct time-consuming manual research.

Mobile numbers and verified email addresses

We enriched lead records with verified mobile numbers and direct dials and business email addresses of key 

prospects. Consequently, their SDRs saw a 4X increase in connect rate. As their CRM was updated with useful 

customer and company data in real-time, sales reps saved hours of their valuable time and improved operational 

efficiency.

With their reliable data enrichment solutions, SMARTe helped us reach out to prospects globally and enter newer

markets with confidence.

Over 59000 company records 
enriched

-  Senior Director - Marketing Operations

1.9 million lead records
enriched

Access to mobile numbers and 
verified email addresses
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The Result

www.smarteinc.com

1.9 Million
lead records enriched

30%
increase in sign-up conversions

59K
company records enriched

4 Hours
of valuable time saved per
sales rep per day


